
M e m o r i e s  i n  a  s n a p
Pre -wedd ing  Pho toshoo t  Loca t ion

PRICE
LIST

3 Hours
`3,999

4 Hours
`4,999

6 Hours
`6,999

8 Hours
`8,555

10 Hours
 `9,555

12.5 Hours
 `10,999
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Choose the 

Best 
pre wedding location

 at best Price

basic service included
1 dress changing room

Complete Area accessible
Not Included Bed, Ac And  Washroom

Makeup artist available
price start from `3,500/- 

Anytime Between 7am To 6pm Anytime Between 7am To 7:30pm

7am To 1pm and 1:30pm to 7:30pm 11:30am to 7:30pm

7:00am to 7:30pm9:30am to 7:30pm

for more information visit: www.bsksnapvega.com or call: 88815 88832

extra props available on extra cost 
Gowns, Jewelry, Veene, Guitar,  Goggles, Umbrella, Flower, Fog machine  

Security 
Deposit
₹3000/-

Need pay by cash

Not included in
the package 



Customer Need To Follow Terms And Conditions

Do we need to pay security deposit?

Yes, we accept security deposit of ₹3000   only in cash of before we 
handover the room key. The security deposit will be fully amount 
refunded, if there are no damages during the shoot in our location.

How many people are allowed per booking?

We are allowing 8 members in a team, we can allow a maximum of two 
extra people which is charged at ₹ 1000 per person, Photo shoot is 
allowed only for couple other persons shoot will be on extra cost.
Note: shoot alloved only for couple not all the people

Can I come early to get ready for shoot?

Kindly follow the booking timings, if you want to come early extra 
charges are applicable, only if  rooms are available

Can I cancel / reschedule a booking?

Once a booking is made there is no cancellation.

You can reschedule your booking for free of cost only in the case of 
environmental issues. In the case of personal issues for every reschedule 
of booking ₹ 2000 is charged.

If Customer wants to reschedule the booking date, it has to be inform 
before 24 hours written message through WhatsApp or e-mail 
conformation.

If Customer not given written message for reschedule through 
WhatsApp or e-mail, management will give time upto 24hours to inform 
the conformation booking date, after 24hours the management we will 
consider it as shoot done

Can I come with the kids for pre-wedding?

Sorry, We are not allowing kids for the pre-wedding shoot

incase kids are coming need to pay ₹1000/- per kid before entering the 
location we are allowing first baby for maternity shoot  (if first kid of the 
couple)

Can I get an extra room?

One changing room is included per booking per team.

Additional rooms can be purchased at extra cost of

₹500/- for small room (around 25sqr feet) for small half day

₹1000/-(around 100 sqr feet ) for big room for half day

₹800/- for small room (around 25sqr feet) for small  full day

₹1500/-(around 100 sqr feet ) for big room for full day

Can I extend the timing of shoot?

Yes!, ₹ 1000 is charged per hour of extra shooting.

₹ 500 is charged per half an hour of  outdoor lighting

The extension of timing on the availability of bookings.

Extra charges of timing will be deducted from the security deposit.

If come late is there any timing extended?

No! We are not responsible for customer coming late and schedule 
timing will not be extended, you have to follow the check-in and check-
out timing

Can I use personal camera / mobile?

Sorry! 

We are not allowing any personal camera or mobile phone to take photo 
shoot

Can I shoot multiple couples / clients with one booking?

No!  Multiple clients are not allowed to make a shoot

For a one booking single photographer and a single couple allowed to 
shoot.

If it is found that multiple clients are shooting under the same booking, 
the photography team will be blacklisted and shoot will be cancelled 
without refund and without security deposit

Is there a consideration of environmental factors and weather?

We are not responsible for rain, bad weather, and other environmental 
factors.

Kindly check and plan accordingly. No requests for refund will be 
entertained.

Can i use color fog?

We are not allowing color fog on sets, if it used shoot will
get cancelled without refund and without security deposit
But you can use only on garden area

Can i get outdoor lighting on day?

Sorry! We are not  providing outdoor lighting on day,  the outdoor 
lighting timing is from 6:30pm to 7:30pm, free of one hour is included in 
the package more than one hour need to pay extra.

And after one hour customer should not request for free of lighting

Is there any condition?

Yes!

We are keeping many props in every sets like ” pots, chair, bottle, 
umbrella, pot, cot, table, and many more”

customer should use only to take photoshoot and props should not 
remove from the current sets.

Chairs, cot, swing, should not use for sitting simply laying on it

if management is found our worker will come and tell you  and you 
should give a respect to our worker

Is this a resort?

No!

BSK Snapvega  is not a resort, it is a photoshoot location, our staff are 
only to keep clean like housekeeping and landscaping.

Can I come with pets?

No!

We are not allowing pets

Kindly note

Cleaning, watering plants and lawn maintenance for time to time we 
request customer to kindly cooperate

Safety Measures

Kindly use mask and sanitizer, we have sanitize rooms

we are keeping sanitizer near rooms and office for Safety purpose 
keep sanitizer with you and don’t remove mask

No smoking and drinking

Strictly smoking and drinking not allowed in the shooting location 

If found drinking any ware  in the location  need to fine ₹10,000/-

for more information visit: www.bsksnapvega.com or call: 88815 88832


